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Abstract

In this paper we examine the factors that shape the distribution of molecular gas surface densities on the 150 pc scale
across 67 morphologically diverse star-forming galaxies in the PHANGS-ALMA CO (2–1) survey. Dividing each
galaxy into radial bins, we measure molecular gas surface density contrasts, defined here as the ratio between a fixed
high percentile of the CO distribution and a fixed reference level in each bin. This reference level captures the level of
the faint CO floor that extends between bright filamentary features, while the intensity level of the higher percentile
probes the structures visually associated with bright, dense interstellar medium features like spiral arms, bars, and
filaments. We compare these contrasts to matched percentile-based measurements of the 3.6μm emission measured
using Spitzer/IRAC imaging, which trace the underlying stellar mass density. We find that the logarithms of CO
contrasts on 150 pc scales are 3–4 times larger than, and positively correlated with, the logarithms of 3.6 μm contrasts
probing smooth nonaxisymmetric stellar bar and spiral structures. The correlation appears steeper than linear, consistent
with the compression of gas as it flows supersonically in response to large-scale stellar structures, even in the presence
of weak or flocculent spiral arms. Stellar dynamical features appear to play an important role in setting the cloud-scale
gas density in our galaxies, with gas self-gravity perhaps playing a weaker role in setting the 150 pc scale distribution of
gas densities.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Disk galaxies (391); Spiral galaxies (1560); Interstellar medium (847);
Galaxy structure (622); Molecular gas (1073)

Supporting material: machine-readable table

1. Introduction

Dynamical features in galaxy disks like bars and spiral arms
play an important role in organizing the cold neutral medium from
which a galaxy forms new stars. This is evident in the prominent
chains of massive star formation that string out along spiral arms
and punctuate large-scale bars (e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen
1983), and more directly visible in the morphology of atomic and
molecular gas tracers on 500 pc scales in resolved surveys of

nearby galaxies (Helfer et al. 2003; Walter et al. 2008; Leroy et al.
2009; Donovan Meyer et al. 2012).
Stellar features not only sweep up and organize the large-

scale distribution of cold gas in galaxies but also influence the
dynamical state of the gas on the scale of individual molecular
clouds, thus affecting the ability of a galaxy’s molecular cloud
population to collapse and form stars (Hunter et al. 1998;
Dobbs & Bonnell 2007; Meidt et al. 2013, 2020; Jog 2014;
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Semenov et al. 2017; Gensior et al. 2020; Jeffreson et al. 2020).
Through their influence on where high-mass star formation
occurs in galaxies, large-scale stellar dynamical features also
determine the sites of stellar feedback, and in this manner they
further regulate the ability of gas to form stars (Ostriker et al.
2010; Hopkins 2012; Semenov et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2020).

To understand the role of large-scale dynamical features in
the star formation process, we need to examine how gas is
organized and structured at “cloud scales,” a term that has been
used to refer to the ∼100 pc scales, where an individual
resolution element corresponds to about the size of a massive
giant molecular cloud or cloud complex (e.g., Leroy et al.
2016). Recent work showing that cloud-scale properties
(including dynamical state) depend on galactic environment
(Hughes et al. 2013a; Colombo et al. 2014; Leroy et al. 2017;
Sun et al. 2018, 2020b; Schruba et al. 2019; Rosolowsky et al.
2021) seems to indicate that bars and spirals have an influence
on gas structure and organization that persists down to the
cloud scale. Such an influence is consistent with indications
that integrated (time-averaged) depletion times (or inverse star
formation efficiencies (SFEs)) are not universal but also vary
strongly with galactic environment (Leroy et al. 2017; Utomo
et al. 2017, 2018; Tomicic et al. 2018; D. Utomo et al. 2021, in
preparation; but see Foyle et al. 2010; Moore et al. 2012; Eden
et al. 2015; Tress et al. 2020; Urquhart et al. 2021 for results
indicating similar molecular gas SFEs in spiral arm and
interarm or “flocculent” regions).

Measuring the range of spatial scales over which the
background distribution of gas, stars, and dark matter is the
primary agent that organizes the cold gas reservoir in galaxies
is also important for understanding the emergence of near-
ubiquitous exponential molecular gas surface density radial
profiles (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008) from the small-scale molecular
gas distributions that appear to be constituted by clumpy,

seemingly decoupled, discrete objects (see also Elmegreen
et al. 2005). Recent work has emphasized the role of the
turbulent pressure in the local ambient medium and large-scale
gravitational field in establishing cloud-scale surface densities
(Sun et al. 2020a), which themselves influence the highest
densities that can be built within clouds (Gallagher et al. 2018;
see also Meidt 2016; Burkhart & Mocz 2019). This connection
is borne out in the kinematics of gas observed on ∼400 pc
scales down to 0.1 pc scales, which reveal a clear link between
gas motions on roughly the disk scale height (or the region
separation length; Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al. 2020)
and the sonic scale (Henshaw et al. 2020). Together, these
recent results suggest that large-scale galactic environment
plays a much more prominent role on the cloud scale (and
below) than previously thought.
Another clear sign that the stellar potential exerts an

influence on the cold gas is discernible in the azimuthal
structure of CO emission. In high-resolution, cloud-scale maps
of CO, such as that shown in Figure 1, CO emission tends to
show a striking qualitative correspondence to structures in the
stellar disk. So far, most of the studies listed above have
emphasized the properties of detected molecular clouds or
cloud-scale CO emission, placing less emphasis on the overall
structure of the CO distribution, including nondetections and
weak detections. But to the eye, this clear correspondence
between sharp, well-defined CO emission and enhancements in
the stellar potential well is one of the most striking results from
the recent explosion of “cloud-scale” ALMA CO mapping of
nearby galaxies. The quantitative link between the azimuthal
CO structure at ∼100 pc resolution and stellar structure remains
almost unexplored.
In this paper, we examine the factors that shape the

azimuthal distribution of molecular gas throughout nearby
galaxies surveyed by PHANGS-ALMA. We use the contrast in

Figure 1. Example CO (left) and Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 μm (right) imaging distribution in one target, the spiral galaxy NGC 4535. The CO image shows the PHANGS-
ALMA “broad” integrated intensity map. The 3.6 μm image shows the S4G image. Both images have the same astrometry and are displayed on a linear stretch from 0
to the 95th percentile of the map, so if the maps were identical they would appear the same. Red ellipses in the right panel mark the central stellar overdensity and bar
definitions used in this work (see Querejeta et al. 2021) The light-gray ellipse in both panels marks the annulus at Rgal = 5.5 kpc shown in Figure 2.
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gas surface density present at a fixed 150 pc scale within
galactic annuli (sampling from 0 to 2π in azimuth at a given
galactocentric radius), to pick out the presence of large-scale
nonaxisymmetry in the CO emission that we use to trace the
bulk of the molecular gas. We then compare our CO contrasts
to “reference” contrasts measured from near-IR 3.6 μm
emission that probes the prominence of nonaxisymmetric
stellar structures like bars and spiral arms (e.g., Elmegreen et al.
2011; Bittner et al. 2017). In this way we quantify how gas near
the cloud scale is organized by large-scale dynamical features
together with self-gravity.

2. The Sample and the Data

We carry out statistical characterization of the amplitude of
azimuthal variations in CO brightness and 3.6 μm brightness.
On their own, these measurements capture the strength of
nonaxisymmetric structures like spiral arms and stellar bars.
The range in 3.6 μm brightness present at a given radial
location in nearby galaxies has been used before to probe the
prominence of such features (e.g., Elmegreen et al. 2011;
Bittner et al. 2017). In this paper we use the stellar contrast
measured from the 3.6 μm images as a baseline. We contrast
the CO brightness variations against these 3.6 μm measure-
ments with the aim of revealing the degree to which the
organization of the cold gas is either passively or actively
arranged by stellar features. Because our goal is to conduct a
statistical analysis across a large part of the PHANGS-ALMA
sample, we do not focus only on grand-design spirals or, e.g.,
spiral arm and interarm regions identified by eye. However, as
we discuss below, our results do appear broadly consistent with
those approaches.

2.1. 150 pc Scale CO Intensities

The PHANGS-ALMA survey has mapped the distribution of
CO (2–1) emission, tracing molecular gas, across 90 nearby
main-sequence galaxies at a typical resolution of 1 2. The
sample selection and survey are described in Leroy et al.
(2021a) and the data processing in Leroy et al. (2021b). The
CO data have FWHM beam sizes corresponding to -

+100 35
31 pc

scales after adopting the distances to our galaxies published by
Anand et al. (2021).

In this paper, we focus on the 67 galaxies studied by Lang
et al. (2020), which represent a subset of PHANGS-ALMA
with clear disk structure, spatially extended CO emission, and
high-quality near-IR data, all of which are key elements in our
analysis (see below). We use the 150 pc resolution “broad
mask” integrated CO (2–1) intensity maps from PHANGS-
ALMA internal data release v3p4. These maps have high
completeness, on average recovering almost all of the total CO
flux (98% with a 5th–95th percentile range of 73%–100%)
measured for our targets by direct integration of the cube (see
Leroy et al. 2021b for more details). Using these maps, we
expect to trace all of the CO emission at a fixed spatial
resolution across our whole sample. Figure 1 shows examples
of a CO map and a 3.6 μm map for one target galaxy.

We are almost exclusively interested in surface density contrasts
at fixed radius. Therefore, we do not apply a CO-to-H2 conversion
factor αCO and work only with CO intensity. We expect most
variations in αCO to be global or radial in nature, tracing metallicity
gradients or large-scale structure (see, e.g., Sun et al. 2020a). Large
azimuthal variations at fixed galactocentric radius are not expected.

2.2. 3.6 μm maps Tracing the Old Stellar Distribution

To trace the structure of the underlying stellar disk, we use
near-IR 3.6 μm Spitzer/IRAC maps at ∼1 7 resolution
obtained in part by the S4G survey (Sheth et al. 2010) and
otherwise as described in Querejeta et al. (2021). These maps
are dominated by the light from old stars and probe 36–215 pc
scales at the distances of our targets. For 57 of these IRAC
images, the physical resolution is finer than the 150 pc scale
accessed by our CO data, and so we construct a new set of
maps convolved to 150 pc and regridded to the PHANGS-
ALMA pixel grid. For the remaining 10 galaxies in our sample,
the 3.6 μm resolution is coarser than 150 pc. Since the
distribution of old stars is expected to be intrinsically smooth,
we assume that the light in these IRAC 3.6 μm images is
distributed smoothly beneath the native resolution of the IRAC
data and simply reproject this set of IRAC images onto the
same pixel grid as the corresponding PHANGS-ALMA CO
map. This compromise should have little, if any, effect on the
measured contrasts, given that further convolving the set of
150 pc scale 3.6 μm images to the lowest map resolution (215
pc) yields no substantial difference in the measured contrasts
(3% scatter, with no systematic offset). We conclude that
retaining all galaxies in the sample is more important than
requiring the CO and 3.6 μm maps to be strictly resolution
matched, in order to investigate the importance of stellar
structure across a representative sample of nearby galaxies.
Assuming that the mass-to-light ratio ϒ3.6 μm does not vary

substantially with azimuth in our targets, our measurement of a
3.6 μm intensity contrast within an annulus corresponds to a
contrast in stellar mass surface density. For a reasonable spread in
stellar age and metallicity, variations of ϒ3.6 μm are expected to be
small (McGaugh & Schombert 2014; Meidt et al. 2014; Leroy
et al. 2019). Highly localized contamination from nonstellar
emission (Meidt et al. 2012; Querejeta et al. 2015, hereafter Q15)
is avoided using the strategy described in Section 3, verified by
comparing with 3.6μm stellar mass maps constructed by Q15,
where available. These maps have resolutions double the native
IRAC resolution, and we match them to the CO maps using the
same scheme that we applied to the original 3.6μm images. To
remain as close as possible to the data, we adopt the original maps
as our fiducial stellar tracer.

2.3. Environment Definitions

We use the PHANGS 2D environmental masks (Querejeta
et al. 2021) to sort lines of sight by galactic environment. These
masks demarcate regions dominated by different stellar morpho-
logical features, in large part leveraging the 3.6 μm structural
decompositions performed by Salo et al. (2015) and catalogs from
Herrera-Endoqui et al. (2015). Using these masks, we separate
regions dominated by bars from the rest of the disk (including
spirals) and omit central regions (including bulges, lenses, and
rings; totaling 10% of the area surveyed in CO) from our analysis.
We also sort spirals according to arm class (grand-design,
multiarm, flocculent) from Buta et al. (2015). For galaxies not in
S4G, arm classification follows the Buta et al. (2015) scheme.

2.4. Radial Binning

All maps are sampled in a series of radial bins oriented in the
sky plane at the inclination and position angle determined from
PHANGS-ALMA CO kinematics by Lang et al. (2020). These
elliptical annuli have 150 pc width along the minor axis (i.e.,
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the fiducial physical resolution set by the CO maps) and are
spaced by an equal amount.

3. Characterizing Brightness Distributions with Contrasts

3.1. Typical Shapes of CO and 3.6 μm Brightness Distributions

Representative CO and 3.6 μm intensity distributions for one
annulus are shown in Figure 2. In the figure, we plot the
normalized intensity distribution for pixels within an annulus
centered at Rgal= 5.5 kpc in NGC 4535, a galaxy featuring a
strong two-armed spiral pattern. The wide CO distribution in
this example resembles a lognormal, but across our sample, the
CO distributions for some radial bins in some galaxies also
exhibit a high-brightness tail (see Hughes et al. 2013b). The
stellar distribution shown in Figure 2 is considerably narrower
in width and also roughly lognormal, with the exception of a
modest high-brightness excess (described in Section 3.2.3).
The distributions capture the visual impression from the maps
themselves: the 3.6 μm distribution is much smoother (less
strongly varying) than the CO map. The CO map presents a
sharpened view of the common global spiral morphology
shared by the two tracers (see Figure 1).

3.2. CO and 3.6 μm Brightness Contrasts

3.2.1. Definition of the Contrast

To characterize the distributions in Figure 2, we define
azimuthal brightness contrasts as ratios between specific
percentiles of the sampled distributions and a fixed reference
level. For CO, the reference level is chosen to capture the mean
intensity of the low-brightness web of emission that pervades

the disk and extends between bright, but comparatively rare,
filamentary structures (see next section). Contrasts thus
measure the enhancement in CO intensity ICO in these bright
filamentary features above the reference level á ñICO ref , where we
define

( )º á ñC I I . 1CO CO CO ref

An obvious alternative to this definition would be to measure
the logarithmic width of the distribution. However, our choice
makes it possible to probe the distribution’s shape using a
series of percentile cuts (in our case, corresponding to
increasingly higher density thresholds) and is also less sensitive
to the inclusion of low signal-to-noise ratio measurements,
which might contaminate the observed distribution with noise.
Our definition is designed to quantify the relative strength of

high-brightness enhancements above a floor of low-brightness
emission in the cold gas and the stellar disk. At these 150 pc
scales, these enhancements may be related to large-scale
motions in the galactic potential or other causes, not only
turbulence. We deliberately avoid evoking the link between our
measured distribution width and turbulent motions in the gas.
Turbulence is commonly considered as a main driver of density
variations when studying the parsec-scale substructure of gas
and gas motions within molecular clouds (e.g., Kainulainen &
Federrath 2017), but here its dominant role is far less clear.

3.2.2. The Reference Level

The CO reference á ñICO ref in a given radial bin is calculated
as the mean of all pixels below the 84th percentile of the CO
distribution at that radius in order to focus on the low-
brightness side and avoid the brightest emission in the maps.
The choice of the 84th percentile as the threshold is somewhat
arbitrary, and areas that appear visually “bright” can sometimes
contribute to the measured reference level. However, one
advantage of our approach is that the same threshold definition
can be applied uniformly to all bins and corresponds to a robust
detection of CO emission everywhere across our maps.
Another advantage is that reference definition can be applied

analogously to the 3.6 μm images, where the 84th percentile
captures the mean “interarm” level of the stellar light. In each
radial bin, we calculate the 3.6 μm reference level 〈I3.6 μm〉ref as
the mean of all pixels below the 84th percentile of the 3.6 μm
distribution and use this value to compute the 3.6 μm contrast
C3.6 μm≡ I3.6 μm/〈I3.6 μm〉ref.
We investigated other definitions of the reference level, such

as selecting the distribution median (50th percentile) or altering
the choice of threshold. Overall, we found that while modifying
the details of the method can change the precise contrast
values, it does not qualitatively alter the results. We prefer the
use of the mean below a threshold because we found that the
median often falls below the noise level of the map. Taking the
mean reduces the impact of noise and offers a more robust
reference level, but as mentioned, the two approaches yield
qualitatively similar results.
In calculating the reference level, segments of radial bins that

fall outside the ALMA-observed area are ignored. Nondetec-
tions (i.e., sight lines within the ALMA-observed area but
where no significant emission is identified, which are hence
blanked in the PHANGS broad maps) are assigned a value of
zero. Note, however, that because we use the high-complete-
ness “broad mask” version of the PHANGS-ALMA moment-0

Figure 2. Example CO (blue) and 3.6 μm (black) brightness distributions in an
annulus at Rgal = 5.5 kpc ± 150 pc (marked in Figure 1) in the spiral galaxy
NGC 4535. Distributions are normalized to the reference level 〈I〉ref measured
from each distribution as the mean brightness below the 84th percentile (see
text for details). The solid black line shows the baseline lognormal 3.6 μm
model used for contrast measurements, which we adopt to avoid high-
brightness contamination from dust heated by star formation. The observed
3.6 μm distribution is shown as a black dotted line. Dashed vertical lines show
the locations of the percentiles that we use to measure contrasts.
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maps, only regions with no detection at any resolution remain
blank. Thus, these tend to be regions where we have high
confidence that little or no CO emission is present. In exchange
for this high completeness, these “broad mask” maps contain
more noise than a more restrictive mask, but our analysis
method accounts for this.

Although we have confidence in the broad mask, to be
conservative we omit the radial bins with a high fraction of
nondetections from our analysis. We remove bins that fall below a
conservative CO detection fraction threshold of 50% from the
calculations. In total, such bins make up ∼25% of the total
contrast measurements in our sample and come mainly from a few
specific galaxies: NGC 1097, NGC 1365, NGC 1672, NGC 2566,
NGC 4536, NGC 4569, and NGC 4731. The radial bins with
many nondetections consistently arise near map edges, and their
inclusion can in some cases clearly depress the reference level
below a reasonable value and push the CO contrasts beyond the
vertical range of Figure 4.24

For the remaining bins with >50% of their pixels included in
the moment-0 maps, CO contrast levels are not strongly
influenced by nondetections. In these cases, the measurements
would be almost identical if we replaced the zeros in the CO
maps with the local noise level. On average, such a substitution
increases the reference level by only 0.02± 0.04 dex (∼4%). In
the future, stacking or similar experiments focused on
identifying faint emission in PHANGS-ALMA may yield
more insight into these apparently empty regions. For this
paper, our methodology and selection of radial bins to study
appear robust to the treatment of nondetections.

3.2.3. Percentile Probes of the Distribution

For each ring, we measure the contrast between the CO
intensity at the 84th, 93rd, 97th, and 99th percentile and the
reference value. To obtain an equivalent set of contrasts for the
stellar distribution requires an additional modeling step since our
nominal stellar tracer is susceptible to contamination from
nonstellar emission at the brightness levels probed by our highest
percentile cuts. This nonstellar 3.6 μm emission traces star
formation that often originates near the peak in stellar density
(as a result of natal gas organization by stellar dynamical features).
Strategies to avoid this kind of contamination often assume that
the old stellar light is smoothly distributed (Elmegreen et al.
2011). We take a similar approach and estimate corrected
percentiles for the 3.6 μm map by assuming that the true intensity
distribution is lognormal, with a centroid and dispersion set by the
median and 16th percentile, and then taking the 84th, 93rd, 97th,
and 99th percentiles from this distribution instead of the observed
one (see Figure 2). The lognormal shape is chosen on purely
empirical grounds, based on inspection of the observed brightness
distributions. This choice allows us to avoid a trivial correlation
between CO and 3.6μm contrasts due to star formation (see
Appendix C), but it may miss further local enhancements in stellar
concentration (above the modeled level) possible in spiral arms,
for example. We note here that the contrasts constructed in this
way yield qualitatively similar results to those measured from the
3.6 μm stellar mass maps from Q15, although we emphasize that
contrasts measured far above the 84th percentile do tend to be
sensitive to the treatment of 3.6 μm dust emission (see Section 4

and Appendix C). Once the nonstellar 3.6 μm emission is
accounted for, remaining brightness variations predominantly
reflect genuine changes in stellar density, as opposed to variations
in stellar age, as we argue in Appendix B (see also Appendix C).

3.2.4. Relation to Morphological Contrasts

The contrasts defined above are measured irrespective of
morphological environment, i.e., they do not explicitly contrast
arm and interarm regions. This approach differs from some
previous work aimed at defining, and then contrasting, spiral arm
and interarm regions (e.g., Foyle et al. 2010; Elmegreen et al.
2011; Querejeta et al. 2021). This is a deliberate choice, as we
wish to focus this work on quantifying the general divergence or
similarity of the CO and 3.6 μm morphologies. To this end, a
contrast definition that is simple, is reproducible, and can be
applied to all galaxies is desirable. We have thus chosen a contrast
definition that can be applied even in scenarios without traditional
spiral structure, and in a way that avoids reliance on environment
definitions that are not guaranteed to apply equally well to all
galaxies at all wavelengths.
Detailed maps of the morphological features of PHANGS-

ALMA targets are presented by Querejeta et al. (2021) and
used to examine the distributions of CO luminosity and gas
depletion time in different environments. Sun et al. (2020b) and
Rosolowsky et al. (2021) explore environmental variations in
cloud-scale gas properties using these environment masks.
These studies provide a complementary view to our general
statistical comparison.
Indeed, we find with testing that contrasts measured in this

work yield a picture that is compatible with more traditional
“arm–interarm” contrasts defined using the Querejeta et al.
(2021) morphologically based arm definitions. These contrasts
can be measured for the subset of the galaxies in our sample
that host well-defined spiral arms over an extended portion of
the area surveyed by PHANGS-ALMA. For this subset of
targets, we calculate the mean CO and 3.6 μm “arm” and
“interarm” brightness levels in each elliptical annulus and
measure the contrast as the ratio of the two. In this way we
confirm that our calculated reference level performs as
intended, falling within 0.15± 0.18 dex (0.05± 0.1 dex) on
average of the CO (3.6 μm) “interarm” brightness level. Our
measured contrasts exhibit similar levels of agreement with the
arm–interarm ratios.
These tests also reveal an expected sensitivity to the arm

filling factor in the morphological masks. In the present version
of the Querejeta et al. (2021) masks, the bright CO ridge
occupies a lower fraction of the arm area than is filled by the
smoother 3.6 μm emission. With a narrower arm definition,
masks unique to each individual tracer would be necessary. In
either case, the mean CO “arm” intensity depends strongly on
the precise arm width and location in the mask. These arm
definitions, it should be noted, are not identical to the masking
employed by Foyle et al. (2010) or Elmegreen et al. (2011).
Given that we find overall agreement, but a sensitivity of the

masking-based approach to the detailed mask definition, we
consider the two approaches highly complementary and
proceed by presenting a more general statistical analysis of
azimuthal structure here. We expect future work exploring the
links and differences between the two approaches to be fruitful.

24 In a majority of these annuli, the CO spatial distribution is highly
asymmetric, rather than spread evenly throughout the bin, with little in
common with the more symmetric stellar morphology.
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4. Results

4.1. Molecular Gas and Stellar Density Contrasts on the 150 pc
Scale

In Figure 3, we plot histograms of the CO and 3.6μm contrasts
measured from the pixel intensity distributions in 1527 indepen-
dent radial bins across our sample of 67 galaxies. These bins are
selected to have CO detection fractions >50%. They contain
upward of 1000 pixels each, sampling between 50 and 800
resolution elements per bin. Contrasts at the 84th and 99th
percentiles in each radial bin are shown and summarized in
Table 1. The complete list of values for C3.6 μm and CCO measured
using the 84th, 93rd, 97th, and 99th percentiles in each radial bin is
also presented here as a machine-readable table, of which we show
an extract in Appendix A.

Our set of C3.6 μm measurements are complementary to the
arm–interarm stellar density contrasts measured by Elmegreen
et al. (2011) and Bittner et al. (2017). To our knowledge, our
CCO measurements represent the most extensive set of high-
resolution molecular gas density contrast measurements for
nearby galaxies published to date, surpassing in both number
and resolution the arm–interarm contrasts measured from
HERACLES data reported by Foyle et al. (2010).

Figure 3 highlights two notable features of the measured
contrasts. First, the CO contrasts at both percentiles are
significantly higher than the corresponding 3.6μm contrasts,
reproducing the visual impression supplied by the maps (see also
Figure 5). The large average offset between the two sets of
contrasts (∼0.5 dex at the 84th percentile, and almost 1 dex at the
99th percentile) appears unlikely to be the result of azimuthal
variations in CO excitation. In normal star-forming galaxies the
CO (2–1)/CO (1–0) ratio tends to vary considerably less, closer to
the 30% level (den Brok et al. 2020; Koda et al. 2020), whereas a
factor of 2 variation (i.e., from arm to interarm)would be needed to
reduce the inferred gas contrasts to the level of the 3.6μm
contrasts. Second, we find a significant range of CO contrasts
associated with relatively little variation in the 3.6μm contrast. As

we will see in the next section, part of the spread in both sets of
contrasts is related to mutual systematic variation, raising the
possibility that the two may be causally related.

4.2. Trends between Gas and Stellar Contrasts on the 150 pc
Scale

Figure 4 plots the CO contrast CCO versus the baseline
3.6 μm contrast C3.6 μm in radial bins selected to have CO
detection fractions >50%. Focusing on this set of annuli with
more complete coverage, our goal is to build a representative
picture of gas structure in relation to stellar structure. We
solidify this view by combining contrast measurements from all
galaxies together, which show how CO contrasts compare with

Figure 3. Histograms of the 150 pc scale Clog CO (blue) and mClog 3.6 m (black) measured at the 84th (left) and 99th (right) percentiles of the CO and 3.6 μm
distributions sampled in 1527 radial bins across our 67-galaxy sample. Thick blue and black lines show kernel density estimators of the histograms. The colored
symbols and horizontal bars at the top of each panel mark the median and 16th-to-84th percentile width of distributions of contrasts grouped by stellar morphology and
listed in Table 1. Rings with CO detection fractions <50% are omitted.

Table 1
Properties of the Measured 150 pc Scale CO and 3.6 μm Contrasts

84th
Percentile

93rd
Percentile

97th
Percentile

99th
Percentile

Clog CO

Alla 0.5-
+

0.17
0.18 0.69-

+
0.24
0.24 0.84-

+
0.3
0.29 0.98-

+
0.62
0.34

Bars 0.49-
+

0.15
0.18 0.71-

+
0.24
0.27 0.89-

+
0.34
0.32 1.02-

+
0.42
0.4

Grand-design 0.53-
+

0.21
0.17 0.73-

+
0.34
0.25 0.91-

+
0.23
0.3 1.1-

+
0.58
0.3

Multiarm 0.47-
+

0.15
0.18 0.65-

+
0.21
0.21 0.8-

+
0.27
0.25 0.94-

+
0.3
0.3

Flocculent 0.47-
+

0.17
0.15 0.63-

+
0.23
0.2 0.76-

+
0.25
0.23 0.88-

+
0.3
0.27

mClog 3.6 m

All 0.11-
+

0.05
0.08 0.15-

+
0.07
0.10 0.19-

+
0.09
0.13 0.23-

+
0.11
0.16

Bars 0.11-
+

0.05
0.08 0.15-

+
0.07
0.11 0.18-

+
0.09
0.13 0.22-

+
0.1
0.16

Grand-design 0.11-
+

0.05
0.08 0.15-

+
0.07
0.11 0.19-

+
0.09
0.14 0.23-

+
0.12
0.17

Multiarm 0.12-
+

0.05
0.07 0.17-

+
0.05
0.08 0.21-

+
0.09
0.12 0.25-

+
0.1
0.16

Flocculent 0.1-
+

0.04
0.09 0.15-

+
0.07
0.11 0.19-

+
0.09
0.13 0.23-

+
0.11
0.18

Note.
a Indicated ranges denote the 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution.
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3.6 μm contrasts generally. Later in Section 4.2.1 we briefly
comment on trends internal to individual galaxies.

Two black reference lines trace the power-law relations
µ mC C n

CO 3.6 m with index n= 1 (dotted) or 2 (solid). Large-
scale compression (and ultimately shocking) in response to the
passage of density waves, for example, is expected to yield a
power-law relation with index n= 2 (Kim & Ostriker 2002; see
Section 5). A third reference line in each panel traces the best-
fit line to all plotted points, given below.

The formal uncertainties on the contrasts (not shown) are
well below the scatter in the measurements and are dominated
by the uncertainty inherent in the sampling of finite numbers of
lines of sight per bin. We use jackknifing to measure the

standard deviation of our contrasts, which are typically
0.05 dex for contrasts probing the 84th percentile, and reach
a maximum of ∼0.1 dex for the 99th percentile. These
uncertainties are comparable to the uncertainty associated with
the choice of stellar tracer, as examined in Appendix C.
The top two panels in Figure 4 plot the gas and stellar

contrasts using color to distinguish different galactic environ-
ments. The stellar contrasts probe the underlying large-scale
bar/spiral nonaxisymmetry at varying strengths. The measured
range in mClog 3.6 m

99th is consistent with the 3.6 μm arm–interarm
contrasts measured by Elmegreen et al. (2011) and Bittner et al.
(2017). Our contrast measurements indicate a less strong
sorting by spiral arm class than found in those previous studies,

Figure 4. 150 pc scale CO contrasts vs. baseline 3.6 μm contrasts measured at the 84th (top) and 99th (bottom) percentiles of each distribution drawn from a set of
150 pc wide elliptical annuli sampling throughout 67 galaxies. Left: points are color-coded by environment. Right: five sets of contours highlight the correlation
present in the main disk environment at fixed galactocentric radius, spanning in 1 kpc wide rings from 2 to 6 kpc (red to purple). Rings with detection fractions <50%
are omitted from the plot. The two black reference lines indicate one-to-one (dotted) and two-to-one (solid) relations in logarithmic space. A third gray reference line
shows the best-fit line to all plotted points as given in the text. Note that the ranges of the axes are different in the top and bottom sets of panels.
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however. This may be due to methodological differences,
considering that our method probes a range of radii and avoids
the bright 3.6 μm emission that we are less confident in as a
stellar mass tracer, given that it can reflect dust emission and
age effects.

The CO contrasts, meanwhile, sit well above the matched
3.6 μm contrasts at each probed percentile (typically 3–4 times
higher; see Figure 5) and clearly track along with C3.6 μm,
though with evident scatter. The correlation appears close to
2:1 on a log–log scale, with a modest vertical offset above the
reference 2:1 line in both panels.

The correlations at the two percentiles appear equal in
strength, as indicated by their similar Pearson R values ∼0.5
that clearly also reflect the scatter evident in the figure (see
Table 2). The correlation between CCO and C3.6 μm in all cases
is significant, with Pearson R values more than 10 standard
deviations from the null hypothesis constructed by randomly
sampling the CO contrast distribution at a given C3.6 μm

(R= 0.0± 0.02).
The qualitative and quantitative similarity of the correlations

at different percentiles suggests that gas even at the highest
densities is structured by the deep local potential well defined
by stellar bars and spirals. In Section 5.2 we hypothesize that
there are two independent aspects of this correlation: (i) an
underlying power-law relation between gas and stellar
contrasts, and (ii) scatter that originates with an independent
process. Although we caution that the overall trend would be
shaped by these two (and potentially more) processes, we note
here the best-fitting relations (plotted in Figure 4; excluding
bins with CO detection fractions <50%) to the contrasts at the
84th percentile,

( )= +mC Clog 1.41 log 0.31, 2CO 3.6 m

with an rms scatter of ∼0.15 dex in CCO about the relation, and
at the 99th percentile,

( )= +mC Clog 1.29 log 0.53, 3CO 3.6 m

with ∼0.3 dex scatter in CCO about the relation. Note that these
fits do not take into account the possibility of systematic
variation in the measurement uncertainties.
Equations (2) and (3) are intended as purely empirical

references. They are not necessarily expected to describe the
mechanisms responsible for establishing the trend between CO
and stellar contrasts. Indeed, given the high degree of scatter in
the contrasts, the parameters of a power-law relation, or any
other hypothesized relation, are not especially well constrained.
We view these fits primarily as useful indicators of the location
of the data in contrast–contrast parameter space.

4.2.1. Sources of Scatter

The CCO and C3.6 μm measurements internal to individual
galaxies trace out trends that are consistent with, but not
necessarily identical to, the overall correlation evident in
Figure 4. The weighted average of the slopes of the best-fit
lines to individual 84th percentile Clog CO versus mClog 3.6 m
measurements is 1.46± 0.64, using the inverse squared errors
on the fitted slopes as weights. The best-fit lines for 99th
percentile contrasts are similar. In all but 26 of the 67 galaxies,
fitted slopes differ by less than 3σ from the slope of the
nominal best-fit line to the full set of contrasts. Thus, the scatter
internal to galaxies, which contributes to diversity in the slopes
traced by individual galaxies, is a source of vertical scatter
visible in Figure 4. This presumably partially reflects the
detailed gas response unique to each disk’s structure (see
Appendix D.2 for a model), yielding gas flows (and local
compressions) that vary in strength depending on position
relative to the corotation of the underlying disk structure.
Another part of the scatter in Figure 4 can be attributed to

variation that is present from galaxy to galaxy, according to the
diversity in disk structure and gas flows across the sample.
Since we are probing near the molecular cloud scale, we can
also expect that some of the scatter between otherwise
equivalent regions in different galaxies should reflect the finite
lifetimes of clouds (e.g., Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al.
2020). We find that the deviation of each galaxy’s mean 84th
percentile CO contrast from the best-fit relation in Equation (2)
is comparable on average (0.09 dex) to the average scatter in

Figure 5. Histograms of the log-contrast ratio mC Clog logCO 3.6 m on a fixed
150 pc scale at four CO contrast levels, i.e., between the reference level and the
84th (solid blue), 93rd (dashed blue), 97th (dashed–dotted blue), and 99th (dotted
blue) percentiles of the CO and the baseline lognormal 3.6 μm distributions. An
additional reference histogram shows the log-contrast ratio C Clog log MCO at the
99th percentile using the Q15 stellar mass map (solid black).

Table 2
Properties of the Correlation between 150 pc Scale CO and 3.6 μm Contrasts

84th
Percentile

93rd
Percentile

97th
Percentile

99th
Percentile

áS ñH2

[Me pc−2]a
-
+36 24

85
-
+55 38

135
-
+78 54

188
-
+107 73

241

Pearson R: all 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.50
Bars 0.38 0.32 0.36 0.39
Grand-design 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.60
Multiarm 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.54
Flocculent 0.64 0.60 0.60 0.62

Note.
a Adopting a standard Galactic XCO conversion factor (Bolatto et al. 2013) with
CO (2–1)/CO (1–0) = 0.65 (den Brok et al. 2020). Indicated ranges denote the
16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution.
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CO contrast internal to galaxies (0.1 dex). The two sources of
scatter are also comparable (∼0.2 dex) at the 99th percentile.

In the intragalaxy variation, we find a weak sorting by spiral
arm class: at fixed C3.6 μm, CO contrasts are systematically (if
only slightly) larger in grand-design spirals than in multiarm
and flocculent spirals.25 This could reflect differences in the
magnitude of the local gas flows associated with more tightly
wrapped spiral arms as opposed to open, flocculent spirals (see
Appendix D.2). It presumably also stems from systematic
differences in the strength of gas self-gravitation or other
(nongravitational) forces, which factor into the observed
morphological diversity of gas and recent star formation
depending on spiral type (e.g., Kim & Ostriker 2002; Dobbs &
Pringle 2010; Baba et al. 2015; see also La Vigne et al. 2006;
Yu & Ho 2018).

Aside from influencing large-scale gas morphology, self-
gravity also acts to restructure the gas locally, i.e., adding a
power-law tail to lognormal gas distributions (Klessen 2000;
Jaupart & Chabrier 2020), such as measured on cloud scales
and below (Kainulainen et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2013b;
Lombardi et al. 2015; Schneider et al. 2015). We note that the
scatter and correlation strength change very little at different
brightness percentiles, suggesting that the same mechanisms
act to organize gas over the large range in density probed here.

As highlighted in the bottom panels of Figure 4, the
correlation between CCO and C3.6 μm is also present at fixed
Rgal, implying that the trend in the top row is not merely the
consequence of the mutual radial variation of both quantities.
The scatter about the correlation is, moreover, roughly fixed at
all radii, perhaps indicating that the mechanisms responsible for
organizing the gas are active in similar proportions throughout
the disk.

4.3. Contrast Ratios

Figure 5 shows histograms of the ratio of the logarithmic
contrasts plotted in Figure 4, i.e., mC Clog logCO 3.6 m. For
reference, Figure 5 also shows the histogram of log-contrast
ratios with mC3.6 m

99th replaced by contrasts


CM
99th measured from

the Q15 stellar mass maps (where available).
Overall, at 150 pc resolution, Clog CO sits at a roughly fixed

factor of 3–4 above mClog 3.6 m at any of the percentiles probed
here. The clear correlation in Figure 4, which suggests an
approximately power-law relation between the CO and 3.6μm
contrasts, contributes to the narrowness of the log-contrast ratio
distributions (with a typical 1σ dispersion of 30%). Note that both
the index n and the normalization δ0 of a power-law relation

d= mC C n
CO 0 3.6 m would factor into the ratio mC Clog logCO 3.6 m.

5. Discussion

The distribution of CO brightnesses in the PHANGS-ALMA
survey provides a record of the mechanisms that organize the
molecular gas on the scales of giant molecular clouds. Our
results suggest that the bulk of the CO-traced molecular gas at
150 pc resolution is organized in relation to the stellar
distribution, with a modest restructuring presumably due to
self-gravity. We explore this possibility further in the next two
sections, where we develop our findings into a model that
relates the observed correlation between CO and 3.6 μm

contrasts to a combination of self-gravity and the galactic
potential. We also discuss a number of other factors that can
influence our measured contrasts.

5.1. Large-scale Gas Flows and the Prevalence of
Compression and Shocks in Molecular Gas

The clear differences in the measured CO and 3.6μm contrasts
(see Figure 3) suggest that the nonaxisymmetric stellar dynamical
features that lead to the measured 3.6μm contrasts do more than
sweep up and collect molecular gas. In such a passive mode, CO
brightness contrasts might be expected to be directly proportional
to stellar contrasts, as it indeed roughly appears on 500 pc scales
(Foyle et al. 2010). However, we have demonstrated that,
approaching the cloud scale, CO contrasts are considerably larger
than stellar contrasts, perhaps indicating that gas undergoes a
much more active mode of organization.
Compared to preceding generations of CO surveys, PHANGS-

ALMA maps probe much nearer to the scales over which gas is
compressed on its way to becoming shocked as it flows
(supersonically) through stellar bar and spiral structures.
By probing down to 150 pc scales, we find that CO contrasts

are related to 3.6 μm contrasts in a manner that resembles the
relation between large-scale hydrodynamic shock strength and
the Mach number of the shock set by the strength of the
underlying density perturbation that drives the supersonic flows
(e.g., Kim & Ostriker 2002; yielding a power-law relation
between gas and stellar contrasts with index n= 2). Scatter
about this trend would naturally arise as a result of self-gravity
and magnetic fields, which impact the accumulation of gas at
the shock (Kim & Ostriker 2002; Baba et al. 2015), and
presumably feedback as well.
The pervasiveness of compression and shocking in the cold

interstellar medium (ISM; e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004)
could be responsible for a similar relation generally, even in the
absence of density waves. To lowest order, gas in material
spirals moves together with, and supports, the stellar pattern,
yielding similar stellar and gaseous overdensities. But depend-
ing on the longevity of the pattern, the gas will shock as it falls
toward the local potential minimum established by the stars
(Baba et al. 2015), yielding a shock strength (and gas contrast)
proportional to the square of the stellar overdensity.
We find no considerable difference in the relation between

CO and 3.6 μm contrasts when sorting by morphology or spiral
arm class, perhaps indicating that stellar overdensities of any
origin can similarly compress and focus cold gas. Our
measurements may thus slightly disfavor especially short-lived
material patterns, although we note that other characteristics of
shocks, such as length, location, and kinematics (Dobbs &
Baba 2014; Baba et al. 2015, 2016; Pineda et al. 2020), may
offer preferable ways to distinguish between density wave and
material patterns of varying ages.

5.2. The Degree of Self-gravitation

The correlation between CO and 3.6 μm contrasts found in
Section 4 is a clear sign that the host galaxy contributes to the
cloud-scale organization of molecular gas. Such organization,
moreover, indicates that, on the scales of molecular clouds, the
host galaxy potential must be at least as important as factors
such as self-gravity, the feedback from star formation, and
other nongravitational forces. At our present resolution, these
factors appear to introduce the scatter in the observed

25 Resemblance between the CO distribution and the contribution from dust
heated by star formation at 3.6 μm could suggest that a similar sorting may be
present in contrasts measured from the observed 3.6 μm distributions.
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correlation, which is present even at some of the highest
densities probed on the 150 pc scale. The persistence of the
correlation across the range in gas densities studied in this work
likely indicates that the present resolution is insufficient to
identify exclusively self-gravitating gas.

In this section we attempt a more quantitative assessment of
the strength of the host galaxy potential compared to self-
gravity, in particular. At the foundation of this exercise is the
assumption that the galactic potential establishes a well-defined
correlation between CO and 3.6 μm contrasts and that self-
gravity is the only other important factor determining gas
surface densities near the cloud scale. Deviation from the
hypothesized correlation then depends on the degree of self-
gravitation in the gas.

5.2.1. A Two-component Gas Surface Density Model

We begin with the expectation that self-gravitating gas on
scale R is in a state of rough dynamical equilibrium, with
internal motions either reflecting energy equipartition and
collapse (e.g., Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2008; Ballesteros-
Paredes et al. 2011; Ibanez-Mejia et al. 2016) or resulting from
star formation feedback acting to support the gas from within
(e.g., Krumholz & McKee 2005; Ostriker & Shetty 2011). In
this case, for approximate virial equilibrium, we write

( ) ( )s p= Sa GR5 4ksg
2

sg

with geometric factor

( )
( )

( )=
-
-

a
k

k

1 3

1 2 5
5k

following Bertoldi & McKee (1992), and assuming a spherical
geometry on and below scale R and an internal gas density
profile ρ∝ R− k. Here Σsg and σsg are the surface density and
velocity dispersion of the self-gravitating gas, respectively.

Now we consider a scenario in which the gas is structured
not only by self-gravity but also by an additional factor,
namely, the background nonaxisymmetric galaxy potential.
Assuming that the gas once again reaches equilibrium, we write

( ) ( ) ( )s p= S + Sa GR5 . 6k
2

gal sg

In this scenario, gas motions σ on scale R balance the weight of
the gas split into two parts. One part reflects the gas surface
density framed by the galaxy Σgal, and the other reflects the gas
surface density set up by self-gravity Σsg. In spiral arms, for
instance, Σgal represents the level of the filamentary network
established via interaction with the underlying stellar spiral,
and Σsg is the enhancement in surface density above this level
due to self-gravity.

We use the evidence presented in this paper to hypothesize
that the surface density Σgal (and the motion in the gas)
responds to the underlying stellar potential according to

( )dS = S C , 7n
gal ref stars

where δ is a factor close to unity (described more below), Cstars is
the stellar contrast as defined in the text, n≈ 1− 2 (motivated by
Figure 4), and Σref is the mean gas surface density extending
between dense filamentary structures equivalent to the “reference
level” defined in Section 3.2.2. In what follows we will assume
that self-gravity is important only above the 84th percentile, where

it acts to restructure the gas, increasing gas densities by an amount
Σsg.
The factor δ in Equation (7) in practice allows for some

intrinsic offset from, e.g., the zero-crossing 2:1 reference line in
Figure 4 and depends on the details of the gas flow driven in
response to the local stellar overdensity (see Appendix D.2 for
an example).

5.2.2. Gas versus Stellar Contrasts in the Two-component Model

In the two-component model the gas contrast can be written
as

( ) ( )d

=

= +

S +S

S

S

S

C

C C 1 , 8n

gas

gas stars

gal sg

ref

sg

gal

or, in terms of the self-gravitating gas fraction
fsg=Σsg/(Σgal+Σsg),

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ( )d=

-
C C

f

1

1
. 9n

gas stars
sg

In the context of this two-component equilibrium model,
scenarios with fsg= 1 reflect a dominant galactic component,
whereas fsg approaches unity nearer to the condition of
complete self-gravitation. In the latter case, the gas surface
density is set predominantly by self-gravity and reflects no
organization by the underlying stellar potential. We denote the
intermediate case fsg= 0.5 as the line of weak self-gravitation.
According to Equation (9), deviation from a reference relation

=C n Clog loggas stars (as in Figure 4) would be due to a
combination of the factor δ and the degree of self-gravitation fsg.
As argued in Appendix D.2, δ should be close to unity and is
likely a source of scatter about the underlying correlation between
gas and stellar contrasts. The self-gravitating fraction fsg, on the
other hand, would likely introduce scatter and an overall vertical
shift from the =C n Clog loggas stars reference line. In the
two-component model, a larger vertical offset reflects higher
average fsg.
In reality, feedback and other nongravitational factors not

incorporated into the model can also lead to departures from the
correlation (and from the equilibrium assumed in Equation (6)).
Our goal with the two-component model is to explore the degree
of self-gravitation that would be consistent with the observations.

5.2.3. Upper Limits on the Self-gravitating Fraction fsg

Using Equation (9) and the measurements in Figure 4, we can
place constraints on fsg with a good enough model for δ, i.e., using
maximum likelihood techniques to solve for both δ and fsg that
also properly model the uncertainties on both parameters. Since
this is beyond the scope of this work, here instead we will assume
that δ is unity and use the measurements to place upper limits on
the average fsg and its variation.
Solving Equation (9) for the self-gravitating fraction in terms

of the measured Cgas and Cstars, we obtain

( )[ ( )]= -
d-

f 1
1

10
. 10

C n Csg log loggas stars

Histograms of fsg implied by substituting the measurements of CCO

and C3.6 μm in Figure 4 at either the 84th or 99th percentile for Cgas

and Cstars, respectively, are shown in Figure 6, where δ= 1 is
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assumed. Two different scenarios are shown. The top panel
assumes an active mode of gas organization via large-scale disk
structure, i.e., adopting n= 2 in Equation (7), which denotes the
formation of a high-density filamentary network during the
compression of gas as it flows through passing stellar over-
densities, after which contrasts are elevated to their observed level
via self-gravity. The bottom panel assumes that gas is collected and
organized more passively by stellar overdensities, resulting in
similar gas and stellar contrasts, i.e., adopting n= 1 in
Equation (7). In this scenario self-gravity plays a more prominent
role in building to the observed CO contrasts.

In the two-component model where n= 2, our measured CO
and 3.6 μm contrasts imply that the gas at the densities probed

by the 84th percentile, which represents ∼60% of the total CO-
traced gas mass in the sample, is weakly self-gravitating, with
fsg≈ 0.5± 0.4 on average.26 The degree of self-gravitation
increases at the increasingly higher densities probed by the
higher percentiles. By the 99th percentile, constituting ∼10%
of the total CO-traced mass, we find fsg= 0.7± 0.5.
Even in the case that n= 1, and the estimated degree of self-

gravitation is everywhere higher in the gas, retrieving the
correlation between Cgas and Cstars requires that self-gravitation
is modest in the bulk of the molecular gas, with fsg≈ 0.6 on
average above the 84th percentile of the CO distribution. In this
scenario we once again find that fsg increases toward the higher
densities probed by the higher percentiles.
An increase in the degree of self-gravitation toward higher

gas densities is also present in the Sun et al. (2020b) accounting
of cloud-scale ISM pressure. We emphasize that the estimates
of fsg presented here are meant to offer a rough appraisal of the
degree of self-gravitation in the gas that would be consistent
with the measured contrasts. Many other factors not included in
the present exercise will most certainly factor into the observed
CO contrasts, and the fsg estimates are not expected to be
accurate in detail.

5.3. Caveats

In the previous two sections we interpreted the measured CO
and 3.6 μm contrasts as arising from genuine variations in
molecular gas surface density and stellar mass surface density.
In applying both the CO and 3.6 μm emission as mass tracers,
however, we have not formally taken into account the
conversion of either to mass. Indeed, we speculate that
variations in either αCO (see Section 4.1) or the stellar mass-
to-light ratio ϒ3.6 (see Appendix B) are low enough that they
are unlikely to be entirely responsible for the measured
contrasts. However, it should be acknowledged that both
factors on the relevant 150 pc scale are undergoing active
study, and young stars may locally play a role in setting both
(i.e., introducing systematic age variations in the stellar
population, as well as gas temperature changes that alter the
CO (2–1)/CO (1–0) ratio and αCO). We thus tentatively
conclude that our interpretation of the measured contrasts as
density contrasts is largely valid, but note that this should be
reinvestigated in the future.

6. Summary and Conclusion

We examine contrasts of CO brightness at a fixed 150 pc
scale in the PHANGS-ALMA survey in order to probe the
factors that influence the distribution of molecular gas surface
densities within nearby galaxies. We match these with
“baseline” contrasts in the 3.6 μm distribution tracing the
underlying large-scale stellar dynamical (bar and spiral)
features present in these systems.
We find that the influence of large-scale stellar features is

recorded in the distribution of molecular gas surface densities.
These stellar features collect the gas and appear to coordinate
large-scale compression (and ultimately shocking) that builds a
baseline “high-density network” from which the seeds of self-
gravitating structures can emerge.
Our results for molecular gas in the disks of galaxies suggest

that a bulk of the molecular mass probed on 150 pc scales is

Figure 6. Top: histograms of the self-gravitating fraction fsg above four
percentiles (84th, 93rd, 97th, and 99th) of the CO distribution on 150 pc scales,
estimated with the two-component model using the gas and stellar contrast
measurements in each of the radial bins plotted in Figure 4, assuming δ = 1 and
active gas organization via background stellar features, with n = 2. Bottom:
same as the top panel, but assuming passive gas organization, with n = 1.

26 Note that this is different from the gas being roughly half self-gravitating,
which would require half of the radial bins to fall near fsg = 1.
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weakly self-gravitating, organized primarily by bars and by
spiral arms that behave qualitatively similarly to the models of
Dobbs & Bonnell (2007), Smith et al. (2014, 2020), and Kim
et al. (2020). This conclusion is consistent with the observed
CO velocity dispersions on this scale, which indicate that gas is
in a remarkably uniform but weakly self-gravitating dynamical
state (Sun et al. 2018, 2020a) and shows evidence of dynamical
coupling to the host galaxy potential (Meidt et al. 2018; and see
Henshaw et al. 2020).

In both spirals and bars, the emergence of regions that sit
above the baseline “high-density network” may reflect the
ability of a small fraction of the gas to become more strongly
self-gravitating even on 150 pc scales (with an increase likely at
higher densities on smaller scales). However, a significant
portion of the molecular gas in the disks of nearby galaxies
appears to be held in a state in which it is unable to collapse
and form stars (see also Meidt et al. 2020). This is consistent
with the observation that a significant amount of the CO-traced
molecular reservoir does not appear to be actively forming
massive stars (Schinnerer et al. 2019). Alternatively, the gas
could potentially be on its way to forming stars, as in the
framework developed by Chevance et al. (2020, 2021) (based
on cloud lifetimes that are approximately a dynamical time),
but this potential star formation is prevented by early feedback.

Our study of contrasts provides another indication that
underlying disk structures influence the cloud-scale organiza-
tion of molecular gas, consistent with the observed sensitivity
of cloud properties to galactic environment (Colombo et al.
2014; Schruba et al. 2019). This influence would also seem to
guarantee a strong response to the global galaxy shape and
distribution, giving rise to exponential profiles out of otherwise
clumpy molecular gas distributions (Leroy et al. 2021a). Our
measurements provide a crucial reference for the new
generation of numerical simulations that capture molecular
gas and star formation over a wide range of spatial scales.
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Appendix A
CO and 3.6μm Contrasts for the Full Sample of 67

Galaxies

In this section we present 150 pc scale CO and 3.6 μm
measurements for the full set of 2192 radial bins sampling
throughout our sample of 67 galaxies. For each radial bin,
Table A1 lists contrasts CCO and C3.6 μm measured between the
reference value and the 84th, 93rd, 97th, and 99th percentiles of
the CO and 3.6 μm brightness distributions. Radial bins are
flagged according to CO detection fraction: bins with CO
detection fractions >50% (<50%) are marked with a 0 (1).

Table A1
Tabulated CO and 3.6 μm Contrasts for the full Sample of 67 Galaxies

Galaxy R (arcsec) 84th Percentile 93rd Percentile 97th Percentile 99th Percentile Flag
Clog CO mClog 3.6 m Clog CO mClog 3.6 m Clog CO mClog 3.6 m Clog CO mClog 3.6 m

IC 1954 3.626 0.27 0.20 0.31 0.28 0.32 0.27 0.37 0.50 0
IC 1954 6.042 0.27 0.10 0.34 0.16 0.41 0.21 0.46 0.22 0
IC 1954 8.46 0.28 0.14 0.32 0.20 0.34 0.24 0.37 0.32 0
IC 1954 10.877 0.36 0.16 0.44 0.21 0.54 0.29 0.59 0.33 0

Note. Contrasts are measured as described in Section 3.2.1. Radial bins with CO detection fractions >50% (<50%) are indicated with a flag of 0 (1).

(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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Appendix B
The Role of Age versus Density Variations in Setting the

Measured 3.6μm contrasts

The narrow 3.6 μm brightness distributions measured through-
out our nearby galaxy sample (e.g., Figure 2; neglecting nonstellar
emission at 3.6μm, as in Section 3.2.3) probe modest variations
in the underlying old stellar population, which may contain stars
of various ages and metallicities. Given the relatively small
variations in ϒ3.6 μm expected for different stellar ages in this
wavelength range (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001), the light at 3.6 μm
shares the near-IR’s characteristic sensitivity to the more populous
old stars than a young component (compared to optical
wavelengths). Below we will examine the implications of this
ϒ3.6 μm variation on our measured stellar contrasts.

We envision a scenario in which the old stellar distribution is
uniform, exhibiting no changes with azimuth, and the only
change in 3.6 μm brightness is introduced by a population of
100Myr old clusters that varies smoothly with azimuth. If the
brightness in any one resolution element is due to one such
cluster plus the underlying old stellar light, then we can write
the contrast between the main old disk and the local young
enhancement as

( ) ( )= + ´
¡
¡

mC t1 sSFR , B13.6 m cl
3.6,old

3.6,cl

where tcl= 100Myr is the age of the cluster, ϒ3.6,cl is the mass-to-
light ratio appropriate for this age, ϒ3.6,old is the mass-to-light ratio
for the old component, and sSFR is the local specific star formation
rate associated with the formation of the young cluster. Taking a
reasonable ϒ3.6,old= 0.5 and adopting ϒ3.6,cl= 0.2 (Norris et al.
2016), then according to Equation (B1), a minimum sSFR≈
10−9 yr−1 would be required to reproduce =mClog 0.13.6 m ,
which is toward the low end of the measured 3.6μm contrasts (see
Section 4). This sSFR is one to two orders of magnitude larger
than what is observed in nearby galaxies (see Leroy et al. 2019).
We therefore conclude that the contrasts measured from the 3.6μm
distributions in our sample are not a consequence of age variations
but reflect genuine changes in the underlying stellar density.

Appendix C
Contrasts Measured from Alternative 3.6μm Distributions

In Section 3.2.3 we introduced an empirically motivated
lognormal model for the distribution of 3.6 μm emission from
the old stars sampled in a given radial bin in order to avoid the
emission from dust heated by star formation that contaminates
the observed distributions. This approach attributes any
nonlognormal structure present at high brightness in the
observed distributions to dust emission. However, this neglects
any genuine underlying enhancements in brightness that, e.g.,
introduce secondary peaks in the distribution at high bright-
ness. A more optimal view of the old stellar distribution that
would be able to retain such features would require applying a
spatially varying M/L to the observed 3.6 μm distribution to
account for the nonstellar emission (as well as variation in the
properties of the underlying stellar population). The calibration
of such an M/L on the relevant spatial scales is a topic of
ongoing work and beyond the scope of the present paper (see
Leroy et al. 2021a for a calibration). Here we present two
alternative views of the stellar distribution and examine the

impact these alternatives have on the measured 3.6 μm
contrasts.
Our first alternative in all sampled radial bins is the observed

3.6 μm distribution, including any nonstellar emission, which
provides an upper limit on the true 3.6 μm contrast. The second
alternative is supplied by the “old stellar light maps”
constructed by Q15 and introduced in the main text. These
maps are derived with a technique that separates the light in a
given sampled pixel into two sources, old stellar light and
nonstellar emission, using a combination of two IRAC images
(at 3.6 and 4.5 μm) to determine an optimal global [3.6]–[4.5]
color for each of the two sources in all other pixels across the
mapped area. As the global colors are a compromise
determined for all pixels, local deviations from these values
(i.e., due to age and metallicity variations in the stellar
population, in the properties of the dust and in the number of
independent sources) introduce uncertainty in the mapped
distribution of old stellar light (see Q15); nonstellar contam-
ination may remain in some regions and be oversubtracted from
others. By contrasting these images with the observed 3.6 μm
maps, though, we gain a useful sense of the global extent of
nonstellar contamination.
The top and bottom panels of Figure 7 show the 3.6 μm

contrasts (from Figure 4) versus the 3.6 μm contrasts measured
from our two alternative 3.6 μm distributions at the 84th (left
panel) and 99th (right panel) percentiles. Although the Q15
contrasts better resemble the nominal modeled contrasts than
the observed contrasts, the overall agreement in both sets of
panels is good. For contrasts at the 84th (99th) percentile, we
measure a 0.05 dex (0.2 dex) standard deviation in the top
panel and 0.04 dex (0.16 dex) in the bottom.
With either of these alternatives, we find no substantial

difference in the correlation to CO contrasts highlighted in
Figure 4. The only notable discrepancies appear in the observed
contrasts above the 99th percentile, at high C3.6 μm. In some radial
bins, enhancements are as large as 0.4 dex and place the measured
C3.6 μm values much closer to the measured CCO values. This is a
sign that the 3.6 μm brightnesses near the 99th percentile of the
3.6 μm distribution are contaminated by nonstellar emission,
which we can expect to resemble the molecular gas reservoir
traced by CO (i.e., the gas reservoir ultimately determines the
local rate of star formation responsible for heating the dust).
We find much better consistency among 84th percentile

contrasts, and for this reason we emphasize that the stellar
contrasts in Figure 4 are most robust at (and below) the 84th
percentile, and sensitive to the treatment of 3.6 μm dust
emission at higher percentiles. The measurements of the self-
gravitating fraction fsg in Section 5.2.3 (and Appendix D)
should thus be treated with caution above the 84th percentile.
When the full 3.6 μm emission is sampled (including nonstellar
emission), fsg values estimated above the 93rd, 97th, and 99th
percentiles are lower than estimated using the Q15 maps or in
Figure 6.
As a third alternative, we have also considered maps of

stellar mass surface density constructed via spectral fitting of
the MUSE data available for our targets (E. Emsellem et al.
2021, in preparation). A total of 18 such maps overlap with our
Lang et al. (2020) parent sample. The MUSE mass maps
explicitly take into account age variations in the stellar light
and are considerably smoother than the original 3.6 μm maps.
With a few exceptions, these maps reveal bar and subtle spiral
arm features that are similar to the structure in the Q15 maps.
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The contrasts we measure from the MUSE mass maps are
quantitatively similar to our nominal contrasts. We find similar
levels of variance at the 84th and 99th percentiles to those
measured for the alternatives shown in Figure 7.

All three alternative stellar density tracers considered here
show similar degrees of variance from our nominal contrasts,
and this variance is comparable to the formal jackknife
variance associated with our sampling of the data in narrow
radial bins. We thus consider 0.05 and 0.15 dex as good
indications of the random uncertainties on our nominal
contrasts at the 84th and 99th percentiles, respectively.

Appendix D
Elements of the Two-component Gas Surface Density

Model

In this appendix we discuss in greater detail several of the
elements of the two-component gas surface density model
introduced in Section 5.2.1.

D.1. Virial Equilibrium

At the basis of the two-component model is the assumption that
the molecular gas in galaxies is in virial equilibrium. Below we
discuss why this choice is appropriate even when the gas is not
fully self-gravitating and instead also coupled to the galaxy.

D.1.1. The Gas Surface Density Set up in Response to the Galactic
Potential

The virial equilibrium in Equation (6) is separated into two
parts. The first term on the right represents the equilibrium
achieved in the presence of gas self-gravity alone. The second
term π(ak/5)GRΣgal represents the equilibrium that can be
attained in the presence of the background host galaxy potential.
This term is related to the part of the potential energy that balances
the energy in galactic orbital motions (framed by the galaxy
potential) in the model of Meidt et al. (2018, 2020). As we are
interested in scenarios with locally enhanced noncircular orbital
motions (due to stellar bar and spiral structures), here in

Figure 7. Comparisons between our nominal 3.6 μm contrasts (measured as described in Section 3.2.3) and alternative 3.6 μm contrasts (top: measured from the
observed 3.6 μm distribution; bottom: measured in the Q15 old stellar light maps, where available) at the 84th (left) and 99th (right) percentiles of each distribution,
drawn from a set of 150 pc wide elliptical annuli sampling throughout our sample. The color-coding of points is the same as shown in Figure 4.
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Equation (6) we have made the further step that allows the gas to
achieve equilibrium in the presence of such motions through an
adjustment to its surface density. This adjustment is the result of
the change in shape experienced by clouds that are strongly
influenced by the galactic potential. Clouds are predicted to
become triaxial (with semiminor-to-semimajor-axis ratios <1 in
the plane) given the characteristic shapes of the epicycles traced
out by the parcels of gas contained in the cloud as they orbit
around the galaxy (Meidt et al. 2018). The result is an increase in
the surface density in the plane of an initially approximately
spherical cloud of fixed mass as it, e.g., locally interacts with a
spiral arm. The results of this paper suggest that the gas surface
density adjustment obeys Equation (7), at least empirically.

D.1.2. Relation to Self-gravitation

In the two-component model, gas is fully capable of achieving
virial balance on scale R (as written in Equation (6)) even when it
is not fully self-gravitating (i.e., when fsg≠ 1) on this scale. In this
light, observed virial parameters α= 5σ2R/(GM) in the range of
1–2 would not guarantee that gravitational collapse is imminent.
Virial parameters largely in excess of 1, meanwhile, would reflect
the reality that, since gas is collisional, gas densities are not
guaranteed to “adjust” to achieve equilibrium in a given kinematic
environment; the coordination of external factors controlling local
gas accumulation (such as cloud collisions and agglomerations in
spiral arms or turbulent accretion; i.e., Dobbs 2008; Ibanez-Mejia
et al. 2016) determines whether equilibrium is reached. An
alternative path for gas with α> 1 to eventually reach equilibrium
involves the evolution of the kinematic environment established
by the external gravitational potential (i.e., during passage from
spiral arm to interarm). In the present model, such gas would go
on to achieve full self-gravitation only when and where (at certain
scales and gas densities) the external potential becomes negligible.

D.2. The Relation between Gas Contrasts and Gas Flows

In Section 5.1 we suggest that the correlation between gas
contrasts and stellar contrasts found in this paper arises from
the compression and shocking of gas as it flows through
passing stellar density features. In Section 5.2.1 we let the
details of the gas flow be encapsulated by the factor δ in
Equation (7) and use this parameter in practice to allow for
scatter about, and an intrinsic offset from, the zero-crossing 2:1
reference line in Figure 4 (assuming n= 2 in Equation (7)).

In this section we describe the factor δ in greater detail, by
considering the gas flow expected in response to a local stellar
overdensity. In the density wave paradigm, for example, the
gas flow at radius R transverse to a tightly wound spiral density
wave peaking at some angle θsp has velocity

⎜ ⎟
⎡
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⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
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( )
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( ) ( )
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following Binney & Tremaine (1987), where ip is the pitch angle
of the spiral, Vc(R) is the disk rotational velocity at R, Ωp is the
pattern speed of the spiral, and Ω(R)= Vc/R is the orbital
angular velocity. As gas flows toward the pattern, a shock forms
upstream of the density wave’s maximum as the flow becomes
transonic, which results in an azimuthal offset between the
gas peak θgas at the shock and the stellar density peak (tracing
the density wave’s maximum; e.g., Roberts 1969; Kim &

Ostriker 2002; Gittins & Clarke 2004; Baba et al. 2015). This
also implies that vT(θgas) at the site of gas compression will be
∼1–4 times the effective gas sound speed σ (i.e., Mach numbers
M≈ 1–4) in order for the shock to form. Since the gas density
contrast will be proportional to the square of the Mach number

( )s=M v2
T

2 (for radiative shocks; e.g., Kim &Ostriker 2002),
we expect ( ) ( )d s= S S » »C v C 1n n

gal ref stars T
2

stars on the
way to shock formation in the case that n= 2, adopting typical
values of Cstar in the range of 1–4 (according to C3.6 μm

measurements in Section 4).
Departures away from δ= 1 encode systematic variation in

the correlation between CCO and C3.6 μm with radius, according
to the displacement of gas relative to the corotation radius RCR,
where Ωp=Ω (see Equation (D1)). Indeed, within individual
galaxies a straight µ mC CCO 3.6 m

2 would not be expected. This
will be a source of scatter in Figure 4, since the pattern of
streaming motions and the location of corotation varies from
pattern to pattern and galaxy to galaxy. It is worth noting that
large-scale gas compression as a result of the passage of a
density wave should be absent at RCR. Thus, large gas contrasts
at this radius, in particular, rely on organization via self-gravity
and additional mechanisms that can supply the region with gas
(e.g., Beuther et al. 2017; Herrera et al. 2020).
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